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we are the global travellers’ best mate with our innovative designs and unrivalled anti-theft technology. we offer 
functional travel gear you can rely on. we have your back and inspire people to travel more and have fun.  

At the heart of every Pacsafe® product is one clear purpose - to keep travellers one step ahead 

of the game by helping to keep their gear secure from opportunistic thieves. We give travellers 

the peace of mind they need to get on and get out there on the road less travelled.

We like to see ourselves as their best travel mate or buddy - we’ve got you (and your gear) 

covered so that you can get out there and enjoy the journey. 

We want travellers to create an album packed full of rich memories and stories that they’ll be 

telling friends in years to come. And as travellers at heart, whether they’ve been on Safari in 

South Africa, backpacking in the Golden Triangle or enjoying that cruise of a lifetime, we want 

to be part of that experience with them.

Let’s face it, nobody like getting ripped off. We hate it and it’s not just ‘part of the experience’. 

Having your gear stolen when travelling effects your personal security. Ever been stuck in a 

foreign country without any money or a passport? We have, and trust us fun isn’t a word that 

springs to mind. That’s why we’re dedicated to creating innovative ways to help keep your 

gear secure.

Our heritage is anchored in delivering innovative travel products that integrate unique, award-

winning anti-theft technology. And while we stay true to our core, that ‘no one deserves to 

get ripped off’, we continue to evolve both our technology and designs. So not only are our 

products engineered and tested to thwart thieves and stand up to the rigours of travel, they’re 

simple and stylish enough for everyday use. So, whether you’re travelling to and from work, 

relaxing with your feet up on a white, sandy beach (Mojito in hand), touring Cairo’s Grand 

Pyramids or visiting relatives in London, there’s a Pacsafe® for everyone and every situation.

smart travel gear

By outsmarting the threats they face, we hope to protect and raise awareness of this intrepid, adventurous and majestic creature!

We haven’t forgotten our roots. Initially inspired by the sea turtle and its independent global wanderings, we believe in sustainability and supporting a world with healthy oceans and coastlines 

where all marine turtles, can travel and flourish in a safe environment. 

The Pacsafe® Turtle Fund will donate grants annually to projects around the world that conserve the most endangered turtle species on the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) 

red list, such as the leatherback, loggerhead, green and hawksbill turtles.

This year’s first project will support, in conjunction with the EOCA (European Outdoor Conservation Association), The Latin American Sea Turtle Initiative (LAST) in Costa Rica.

LAST is known for their comprehensive community-based programmes and tireless work, and the conservation site on Pacuare Beach is an important nesting site for Leatherback and Green 

turtles, and occasionally rare Hawksbill turtles, and is the fourth most important nesting area for the Atlantic Leatherback turtle population worldwide!

 This year’s project will:

during nesting, tag females and stay one step ahead of poachers.

contents 
® anti-theft advantage

TM PX packable series

TM V adventure wallets series

TM W women’s wallet series

TM Z urban wallet series

® portable safes

® backpack and bag protectors
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At the heart of every innovative Pacsafe® product is one 
clear purpose. To watch your back while you travel, so 
you can focus on having fun and doing more. We keep 
you one step ahead of the game by helping to keep 
your gear secure from opportunistic thieves.

pacsafe® anti-theft advantage
We have developed a wide range of innovative, functional devices, methods and unique 
systems that put you in control. Designed for travellers, by travellers. Engineered and tested 
to stand up to the rigours of real adventure travel, and yet simple enough for everyday use.

Over the years, we’ve continued to push our technology and invented a range of smart 
anti-theft devices that create additional barriers for thieves. Our unique award winning 
anti-theft technology is recognised and patented globally, specifically designed to be 
lightweight, discreet and easy to use, yet difficult for an opportunistic thief to overcome

Get to know the anti-theft features>>>
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Webbing with 
Dyneema® 
This smart buckle has a dual release button in 
order to open and close it. This new opening 
method confuses the unsuspecting thief who 
won’t waste time trying to unfasten it. It also 
allows you to attach your bag to a secure 
fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a 
palm at a beach adding a further deterrent to 
opportunistic thieves.

360° eXomesh® 
locking system
Our patented, flexible, stainless steel wire 
mesh comes in two forms. It can either be 
thrown externally over backpacks and bags, 
or it’s laminated between the fabric to form a 
stealth-like portable safe. Both can be locked 
closed to form a 360° slash resistant protective 
cell which locks to a secure fixture.

eXomesh® 
slashguards
Bag slashers target outside fabric panels of bags 
(front, bottom or side), which cause valuables 
to fall out and into the palm of their hands. 
Our lightweight slashguards are built into (and 
concealed) in the most vulnerable areas of the 
bag, helping to protect your gear from a quick 
slash-and-run theft. Our eXomesh® protection 
in our luggage extends the full length of 
the bag helping to protect your gear from 
opportunistic theft or if it’s snagged in transit.

RFIDsafe™ blocking 
pockets & material    
Most passports and credit cards contain a RFID 
micro-chip, which contains all your personal, 
sensitive information. Identity thieves are able 
to access this information from up to 10ft 
away with the help of an RFID reader. Our 
award-winning RFIDsafe™ blocking material 
helps to prevent your data from falling into 
the wrong hands by blocking out virtually all 
transmissions between 10 MHz - 3 GHz, which 
covers the radio frequency used in most 
e-passports and credit cards.

Puncture resistant 
ToughZip 
Our puncture resistant ToughZip helps prevent 
pickpocket pilfering and forced entry with a 
ballpoint pen or similar sharp object. It even 
helps to prevent unwanted items (such as 
contraband) being unknowingly put inside 
your luggage.

Carrysafe® 
slashguard straps
Flexible, lightweight, stainless steel wire is 
integrated into our adjustable Carrysafe® straps 
making it invisible to the eye, yet very effective 
at helping to prevent bag slashers from slicing 
through and running off with your gear.

Roobar™ anti-theft 
anchor lock
Help prevent pickpockets and bag snatchers 
by locking down zippers, slashguard anchor 
straps, locking cables and / or attach your bag 
to a secure fixture with the Roobar™ anti-theft 
anchor lock. The Roobar™ also allows multiple 
compartments to be locked together with a 
single padlock.

Stainless steel 
locking cable
Lightweight, stainless steel locking cables lets 
you lock your bag to a secure fixture to help 
prevent thieves from running off with your 
bag.

Turn & lock security 
hooks
These small smart devices pack a whole lot of 
intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you 
can attach your bag to a secure fixture. What’s 
more, the smart hook has a special turning 
mechanism which actually locks the hook in 
to place making it harder for a bag snatcher to 
make an easy getaway.

Smart zipper security
Zipper pullers can be attached to discreet 
security hooks or placed under and through 
a hypalon tab to help prevent pickpockets 
reaching into your bag.

Interlocking zip 
pullers   
Interlocking zip pullers ingeniously slide on 
top of one another and interconnect making 
it harder for pickpockets to unzip your bag and 
whip out your valuables. When engaged with 
the Roobar™ even the most seasoned thieves 
will be left scratching their heads on how to 
unlock your bag.

Dual release security 
buckles
This smart buckle has a dual release button in 
order to open and close it. This new opening 
method confuses the unsuspecting thief who 
won’t waste time trying to unfasten it. It also 
allows you to attach your bag to a secure 
fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a 
palm at a beach adding a further deterrent to 
opportunistic thieves.
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prepare
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accessories

Ask any seasoned traveller and they’ll tell 

you the secret to successful travel is all in the 

accessories they take. Not just considered 

‘extra items’, travel accessories are essential 

for making a holiday, long adventure, short 

getaway, business trip or escape, as easy and 

as stress-free as possible. They keep the bare 

necessities like your passport, tickets and cards 

Travel Accessories go one step further to make 

sure that those necessities are also safe, secure 

and exactly where they should be. 

clear water bay - hong kong
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11:39
kebri beyah - ethiopia
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06:13
bangkok - thailand

series features

for easy storage

anti-theft features
® slashguard security pouch

Keep things light, easy and convenient with the new 
Pouchsafe™ packable collection. Planning on doing a bit of 
extra shopping in Tokyo? Looking to chill on the sands of 
Palawan in the Philippines and need a lightweight beach 
bag? Or perhaps you’re looking to save some luggage 
space and want to avoid checking-in yet another bag? 
Then why not travel with one of our handy Pouchsafe™ 
packs. The foldable, packable, compact tote, backpack 
and duffel make life that little bit easier (just throw it in a 
handbag or in your luggage) while the handy eXomesh® 
security pocket (to stash your wallet, passport, phone or 
compact camera in), makes life that little bit harder for 
opportunistic thieves.

pouchsafe™ 
PX series

Patented in: Europe (EPO), France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and Denmark 
EP1688059. Additional patents pending.

pouchsafe

packable day pack 

pouchsafe

packable tote 

pouchsafe

packable duffel 

style overview

131313133
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pouchsafe™ PX40 
packable duffel 
#10910

3:42
nevada - usa

unique features 

pouchsafe™ PX25 
packable tote 
#10905

unique features 

14

pouchsafe™ PX15 
packable day 

pack #10900

unique features 
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series features

your wrist if your gear is accidentally dropped or 

anti-theft features

®style overview

11717171771717

This adventure inspired wallet and travel organiser 
series not only keeps your cards, travel documents and 
essentials organised, it also protects against identity theft, 
accidental drops and wallet snatching. Ranging from small 
compact wallets and tri-fold wallets up to travel organisers 
that fit boarding passes, itineraries , this durable,  sporty, 
adventure collection keeps everything exactly where you 
need it, when you need it. 

11:46
rio de janerio - brazil

RFIDsafe™ 

V series

Black
Leaf Green
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RFIDsafe™ V125
RFID blocking 
tri-fold wallet #10557

RFIDsafe™ V50 
RFID blocking 
compact wallet 
#10550

RFIDsafe™ V100 
RFID blocking 
bi-fold wallet #10555

unique features 

® closure 

unique features unique features 

Leaf Green
Black

Leaf Green
Black

Leaf Green
Black
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RFIDsafe™ V150
RFID blocking 
compact organiser 
#10560

RFIDsafe™ V200
RFID blocking 

travel organiser 
#10565

unique features 

unique features 

travel tip # 59

axe the middle 
man and book 
direct. 99% of the 
time you’ll get the 
best deal. 

RFIDsafe™ V250 
RFID blocking 
travel wallet 
#10570

unique features 

passport)

Leaf Green
Black

Leaf Green
Black

Leaf Green
Black
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style overview

‘Whether you’re out for a lunch with the girlfriends, 
shopping the Champs Elysee, enjoying a romantic dinner 
in Hanoi, let the RFIDsafe™ W series look after your cash 
and cards, while you focus on enjoying the moment. It’s 
not hard to see why the RFIDsafe™ W series is a woman’s 
best friend- built-in easy-to-find organisation, elegant 
styling and anti-theft features that protect you from 
identity thieves means  you have everything you need, 
when you need it. 

13:08
buenos aires - argentina

RFIDsafe™ 

womens W series

series features
wrist or attached to the inside of a bag

wristlet)

anti-theft features

232232323232333232323232322322322322232232323232233222222222222222323222222232232223Apricot RosemaryCranberryBlack
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RFIDsafe™ W100
RFID blocking 
wallet #10710

RFIDsafe™ W75 
RFID blocking 
pouch #10705

unique features 

unique features 
RFIDsafe™ W50 
RFID blocking 
coin & card purse 
#10700

unique features 

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry
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travel tip # 132

be nice to 
airport staff. 
they decide 
who you sit 
next to after all.

RFIDsafe™ W250 
RFID blocking 
travel organiser 
#10725

unique features 

RFIDsafe™ W150
RFID blocking 

organiser #10715

RFIDsafe™ W200
RFID blocking 

travel wallet
#10720

unique features 

unique features 

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry

Black Apricot RosemaryCranberry
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style overview

There’s nothing like getting ripped off in the city by 
pickpockets, identity thieves or wallet snatchers, which 
is why the RFIDsafe™ Z series is as tough, as it is secure. 
RFIDsafe™ blocking material combines with rugged, 
canvas material, a slash resistant metal chain and 
organisational features to safe guard your cash and coins 
on your daily commute. So, whether you’re looking for a 
compact bi-fold wallet, compact organiser or a complete 
travel organiser, the RFIDsafe™ Z series has you covered. 
No matter what. 

7:57
boston - usa

RFIDsafe™ 

Z series

Patented in: USA 8365365. 

tri-fold wallet 

bi-fold wallet 

compact organiser 

travel organiser

series features

belt loop or attached to the inside of a bag

anti-theft features

29Black Slate Green
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RFIDsafe™ Z150
RFID blocking 
compact organiser 
#10610

unique features 

RFIDsafe™ Z50
RFID blocking 

tri-fold wallet
#10600

RFIDsafe™ Z100
RFID blocking 

bi-fold wallet
#10605

RFIDsafe™ Z200
RFID blocking 

travel organiser
#10615

unique features unique features 

 outs (itinerary)

unique features 

® closure 

Slate GreenBlack

Slate GreenBlack

Slate GreenBlack

Slate GreenBlack
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16:03
jodhpur  - india

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO), Ireland, Netherlands and UK 
EP0878143; Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081.

While you’re out and about exploring, the Travelsafe® 
series’ portable safes will protect and look out for your 
valuables. Each easy-to-use safe securely stores and locks 
down items, from your ipod, jewellery and passport, to 
your camera, laptop and smartphone. With its patented 
360° eXomesh® locking system, you’ll be able to lock it 
closed and to a secure fixture in your hotel room, by the 
pool, in a car or in-flight. And when you’re not using it, it 
even conveniently folds down to fit into your luggage.

travelsafe®
anti-theft features

® locking system

included 

3

3

travelsafe® 
portable safes 

5L GII #10470

12L GII #10480

features 

®

® compatible

brushed Polyester lining

of contents

Charcoal
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The Pacsafe® series was the original and our first. Like any 
first, it stays with you. Its smart patented 360° eXomesh® 
locking system is an adjustable high-tensile stainless steel 
device that locks closed and locks to a secure fixture. 
Throw it on a variety of backpacks, soft-sided wheeled 
luggage or a duffel bag then lock it and leave it while you 
head out to meet the adventures that lay in wait.

17:22
utila - honduras

pacsafe® 

backpack and 
bag protectors 

series features
 

products are included in all the above products.

anti-theft features
® locking system, locks closed and locks 

to fixture.

pacsafe® 85L
#10180

including padlock

pacsafe® 140L
#10200

including padlock

pacsafe® 
backpack & bag 
protectors

pacsafe® 55L 
#10170

including padlock

pacsafe® 120L
#10190

padlock

Patented in: Australia 695896; Europe (EPO), Ireland, Netherlands and UK 
EP0878143; Germany DE69803812.6 / EP878143; USA 6026662 & 6244081.

Smart tip: 
if your sleeping bag or tent is secured to the outside of your pack, add 

approximately 16 L / 1000 in3 for each item to the total pack volume.
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14:03
new york - usa

The RFIDsafe™ series is the series that started it all and it’s 
all thanks to the award-winning  RFIDsafe™ 50 passport 
protector with its unique, soft-to-the-touch hand feel 
and effectiveness at shielding information from unseen 
threats. The lightweight, soft, discreet material is perfect 
for wearing underneath clothing when travelling while the 
special material weave protects your personal information 
from potential identity thieves.  

RFIDsafe™ anti-theft features

series features

RFIDsafe® 50 
RFID-blocking 
passport protector 

#10330

RFIDsafe® 75 
RFID-blocking neck 
pouch 

#10340

RFIDsafe® 100 
RFID-blocking 
travel waist wallet

#10350

37

features 

features 

passport

anti-odour treatment

features 

anti-odour treatment

Black Neutral Grey

Black Neutral Grey

Black Neutral Grey
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RFIDsleeve™ 25
RFID blocking 

credit card sleeve 

(2 pack)
#10360

RFIDsleeve™ 50
RFID blocking 

passport protector
#10370

carrysafe®200
shoulder strap
#10100

Ripstop

unique features 

anti-theft features 
® strap

unique features 

included per pack 

paper composition – conforms to EU, US 

Black

unique features 

and International Standards

Black

3333333393933939393333339333333333939333333333333393393333333333333333333

cashsafe™

travel belt wallet
#10110

cashsafe™ 25
deluxe travel belt 

wallet
#10120

unique features 

® buckle

unique features 

Black

Black

Patented in: USA 8365365. Additional patent pending.

Black
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coversafe™ 100
secret travel waist 

wallet #10150

coversafe™ 75
secret neck pouch
#10140

coversafe™ 125
secret belt wallet
#10160

high-tensile stainless steel wire

high-tensile stainless steel wire
wire

anti-theft features
® slashguard strap

anti-theft features
® slashguard strap

features 
compartments

® flap closure

features 

backing with anti-odour 

treatment

resistant pouch

features 

odour treatment

passport, cash and cards

anti-theft features 
® slashguard strap

Black Neutral Grey

Black Neutral Grey Black

coversafe™ 25
secret waist wallet
#10130

anti-theft features 

features 

treatment

Black Neutral Grey

Patents pending

Patents pending

Patents pending

Patents pending
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retractasafe™ 250
4 dial retractable 

cable lock
#10280

stainless steel wire

anti-theft features

4343434343434343434343434343434343444343

wrapsafe™

adjustable cable 

lock #10520

strapsafe™ 100
TSA accepted 

luggage strap
#10460

tensile stainless steel wire

anti-theft features

strap cannot be loosened when locked

features 

TSA or HRSC agent

features 

anti-theft features 
fixture

retractasafe™ 100
3 dial retractable 

cable lock
#10270

stainless steel wire

anti-theft features 

fixture

Smoke

Smoke

999
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Black

With increased security at airports, there are times when 
Transport Security Administration (TSA) agents need to check 
your bags before they join you on the plane. Unbeknownst 
to you, your bag will be opened and the lock protecting your 
gear can be broken rendering it useless when you arrive at 
your destination. Thankfully, our Travel Sentry® accepted locks 
mean TSA (US) agents and HRSC (UK) officers can open and 
relock your bag using codes and secured tools.

prosafe® 
locks

prosafe® 620
TSA accepted 
luggage locks
#10210

prosafe® 650
TSA accepted lock 
with pop-up display
#10220

prosafe® 700
TSA accepted 
combination 
padlock #10230

prosafe® 800
TSA accepted 
combination 
padlock #10250

prosafe® 1000
TSA accepted 
combination lock 
#10260

(2 lock pack) 
#10242

prosafe® 750
TSA accepted 
key-card lock 
#10240

casing

casing

stainless steel

anti-theft features

anti-theft features
cable

anti-theft features

opened by TSA agents during inspection

anti-theft features

anti-theft features

features

quantities

features
key-card

features

features

features

features

Black Red

Black Red

Silver

*one lock pack shown

Black

Black
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we are proud to be recognised by the following awards

we are proud members of

colour swatches

Black Smoke Cranberry SilverRed

feature icons

CharcoalNeutral Grey

notes

pacsafe representative contact details:

tel:

name:

email:

other:

Navy BlueApricotRosemarySlate Green
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®, eXomesh®, Camsafe®, Carrysafe®, Prosafe®, Travelsafe® ® 

®

or obligation on the part of Pacsafe nor shall it engage Pacsafe’s liability.

iPad®, iPad miniTM and MacBook® ® ® is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries B.V. 3M is a trademark of 3M Company. TravelSentry® is a trademark of TravelSentry Inc.

For more information or to locate your nearest distributor, visit pacsafe.com or contact your nearest Pacsafe office. 

APAC

Shek Tong Tsui

apacinfo@pacsafe.com

EMEA

Germany

emeainfo@pacsafe.com

North America 

ussupport@pacsafe.com

China 

cnsupport@pacsafe.com


